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Facts about the importance of reducing food waste….. 
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Common misconceptions about best-by, sell-by, and use-by 
dates…. 
༝ Bob Brackett, PhD CFS, Director of the Institute for Food Safety and Health 

at the Illinois Institute of Technology and IFT spokesperson explains the 
difference between "use-by," "sell-by," and "best-by" dates. 
 

༝ Use-By: This label is aimed at consumers as a directive of the date by which 
the product should be eaten; mostly because of quality, not because the item 
will necessarily make you sick if eaten after the use-by date. However after 
the use-by date, product quality is likely to go down much faster and safety 
could be lessened. 

༝ Sell-By: This label is aimed retailers, and it informs them of the date by 
which the product should be sold or removed from shelf life. This does not 
mean that the product is unsafe to consume after the date. Typically one-third 
of a product's shelf-life remains after the sell-by date for the consumer to use 
at home. 

༝ Best-By: This is a suggestion to the consumer on which date the product 
should be consumed to assure for ideal quality. 

༝ Brackett also points out that smell and taste are not good indicators of 
whether or not a food is safe to eat. 

༝  
Institute of Food Technologists (IFT). "The difference between 'Use-By' 'Sell-By' 
and 'Best-By' dates." ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 15 April 2015. 3 



Creative ways to use 
food scraps or extend 
the life of your food… 

Fruit peel facial 

Potato peel chips 

Fruit infusion water 

Fabric dye 

Vegetable stock 

Wrap broccoli, celery and lettuce in tin foil 

Buy frozen produce 

Store bread in a dry place 

Place mushrooms in a paper bag 

Wrap banana stems with plastic 
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If you answered yes, please visit www.savethefood.com for ideas to 
reduce food waste.  

TRY THE 

GUEST-IMATOR 

A dinner party calculator that estimates how much food 

you need to keep your guests happy and healthy. Just 

tell it who's coming to dinner and find out exactly how 

much to make. 

MEAL PREP 

Mate 

Create custom meal plans and perfectly-portioned 

shopping lists that help you kick food waste to the curb. 

http://www.savethefood.com/
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